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Abstract 

Terrorism is a threat to the whole of humanity, counterterrorism is a collective responsibility 

which requires extreme levels of cooperation and coordination between nations to reduce 

terrorism and terrorist behavior, in this regard, several international laws, decisions and 

agreements have been formulated or signed to tackle the problem. In recent years terrorism has 

become a real challenge for many countries of the world and for all humanity, because terrorism 

and aggressive behavior of terrorists, annihilated a lot of people, destroyed the infrastructure 

and economic structure of the group of nations of the world. The thought and extremist ideology 

of some groups making human in the circle of fear, constant anxiety, and affected the progress 

of nations in all sides of human life, also affected the human development, and the open 

humanitarian ideas. 

Counter-terrorism has become an international issue, and study about it is important that 

should take into consideration the theoretical and practical aspects. However, with the lack of 

internationally accepted definition and theories about terrorism as a phenomenon, perhaps it is 

not surprising that there is a similar shortage of theories on how to combat it. Moreover, the 

increasing complexity and the wider threat of the phenomenon of terrorism and extremism, 

with the influx of actors and a range of motivations, strategies, tactics, and evaluation tools are 

available on how to confront such threats are necessary in guiding the process of policymaking 

to combat terrorism. 

This article aimed to claim the necessity of forming a theoretical model to determine the 

personality traits of the terrorist and distinguish them from the pathological personality. (Mental 

illness). According to some hypotheses and theories of the personality of terrorists and a 

comparison between the two personalities: ^terrorist and abnormal personality_ with a number 

of studies that dealt with them, thus, there is a need for a theoretical model to determine the 

traits of the personality of terrorists. 

Key words psychology of terrorism, personality of terrorist, extremism, terrorist traits, counter-

terrorism. 

Introduction            

The psychological movement began to focus 

on and interpret terrorist behavior from the late 

1960s to the mid-1980s. The scientific beginning 

was to research terrorist behavior as a scientific 

activity (Layla, 2017). The dominance of 

psychoanalytical approaches to terrorism has 

led to serious misleading of terrorists' psyche 

because they were focusing that a terrorist is a 

psychopathic person, terrorism is abnormal 
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behavior, and however, this perception quickly 

fell apart because it faced explanatory 

shortcomings at both the theoretical and 

evidence levels of reality. This may seem 

outrageous to many, but there is almost 

unanimity among researchers on the subject of 

terrorism, that terrorists are normal individuals 

and not psychologically psychopaths, according 

to Silk, 2014 that all psychologists can say with 
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confidence after period years of researches on 

terrorism, that the most prominent 

characteristics of terrorists are that they are 

normal. If terrorists are normal or rational 

people who are fully aware of what they are 

doing, what prompted the person to join 

terrorist groups? Or doing a terrorist act? There 

are several theoretical approaches to the study 

of terrorists, which can be combined and create 

a complementary model to explain the 

personality traits of terrorists. 

Results and discussion           

Terrorist personality 

There is still a dispute among scholars about 

the existence of a terrorist personality, most of 

them do not believe in the existence of a type of 

this personality. According to Borum 2004, there 

is no terrorist personality, nor is there any 

accurate profile psychologically or otherwise of 

the terrorist.  

Terrorist Personality is a persona which is 

characterized by the behavior of aggressive 

authoritarian and bloody, it is a pattern of 

behavior which is characterized by fraud and 

deceit and recklessness and impulsivity, without 

regard for the result of his safety and the safety 

of others, as well as the excess of cruelty to 

others, destruction of their property, and the 

lack of appreciation of responsibility with 

extreme recklessness and not giving any 

attention (Al-Naimi 2013). 

A terrorist is a person who resorts to illegal 

violence or threat to achieve political goals, 

whether from the government or individuals 

and groups revolutionary opposition (Atallah, 

2004). The importance of the definition of 

terrorism phenomenon reached to a great 

significance of encourage States to hold 

conferences, seminars and to identify their 

concepts, components, and causes, generally in 

this way appeared two trends; the first is 

Physical direction and the second is Moral 

direction or ^Emotional_ therefore, the first 

trend is based on the material foundation, 

therefore the first trend is based on the material 

foundation for the definition of terrorism on the 

component behavior of the crime or their 

constituent acts, according to that, terrorism is 

defined as an act or a series of specific actions 

which aim to achieve a particular goal (Jalal Izz 

al-Din, 1986). This concept has led to the 

definition of terrorism on the basis of census 

crimes that is a terrorist without looking for the 

purpose or goal of the terror action, in this 

direction Bruce Palmer  has indicated that the 

terrorism is definable, whether the acts 

comprising the means are being their 

enumerated and defined in a precise and 

objective manner without discrimination with 

respect of the actor such as individuals, 

members of the political groups and agents of 

state (Shebbi, 2005), and then proponents of 

this method went to the sufficiency census 

works or acts that are terrorist murder, 

assassination, kidnapping, hostage-taking and 

piracy, and it is no secret what surrounds this 

identification of deficiency from where 

exceeded on the most important element of the 

terrorist crime, is a purpose or a political goal as 

exclusive selection of specific crimes as a 

terrorist, it leads to the exit of many of the 

crimes in the circle of terrorism, whether  does 

not mention within this type of crime is 

bypassing what may have adopted science and 

technology of a new form of terrorist crimes 

evolution, however, some of aspect of jurists 

have trended to identify specific features of 

terrorist crimes to distinguish them from other 

and not sustainment with the census exclusive 

(Al-Khalaf & Al-Shawi, 1982). 

Personality Traits of Terrorist  

Although there is an almost consensus or 

near-consensus among scientists, scholars, and 

thinkers that terrorism is an act of violence that 

violates humanitarian laws, they did not reach a 

comprehensive procedural definition for many 

reasons, primarily ideological and political 

differences which makes views differ according 

to interests and objectives, as well as the 

political nature of terrorism and the diversity of 
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its forms and methods (Haidari, 2010). The 

terrorist personality is the result of a set of 

interlocking factors that include the 

metaphysical, psychological, social and 

economic aspects, mental abilities and 

experiences, mood and emotional state, as well 

as other environmental and cultural factors (Al-

Naimi). The terrorist personality is the result of 

a set of interlocking factors that include the 

metaphysical, psychological, social and 

economic aspects, mental abilities and 

experiences, mood and emotional state, as well 

as other environmental and cultural factors (Al-

Naimi). There are some common traits of the 

terrorist elements, which motivate and push 

them to join extremist groups, commit crimes, 

and practice violence, which was confirmed by a 

number of mental health experts and scholars, 

who confirmed that the personality of terrorist 

is characterized by a number of common 

features such as duality and behavioral disorder. 

As Ahmed Okasha 2020 a professor of psychiatry 

indicated that the extremist groups are all 

characterized by being far from logical, and 

adopting superstitious thinking related to 

misconceptions about the hereafter, reward and 

punishment, adding that the personality of the 

terrorist element is never able to taste beauty 

and love because it has a rigid and 

psychologically poor personality. 

One of the motives for engaging in terrorism 

]��v}���µ��}�����}����^�Z����µ���}(��Z��]��ology 

of the group. However, as Martha Crenshaw 

2008, noted the popular image of a terrorist as 

an individual motivated exclusively by a 

deliberate and profound political commitment 

that obscures the more complex reality. That 

reality is motivated by the systematic link of a 

terrorist and the involvement of terrorism is 

very different across different types of groups 

within the groups they individuals organizing 

those groups may change over time. Crenshaw 

suggested that there are at least four categories 

of motivation among terrorists: The opportunity 

to act, the need for belonging, the desire for 

social status, and get the material reward. Post-

1990, went further to suggest that terrorism is 

an end in itself, s stated as independent of any 

political or ideological goals. The central 

argument for this situation is that individuals 

become terrorists in order to join terrorist 

groups and commit acts of terrorism, and based 

on a review of the existing literature, there are 

three motivational themes: injustice, identity, 

and Belonging (Borum, 2004). 

Extremism and its relationship with 

terrorism 

Extremism is a term used to denote 

everything that contradicts the Equinox, it 

confronts the values, norms, and customs 

common in the society and embraces the values 

and standards of their offense. Due to the 

relative extent of moderation and variability 

from one society to another, according to the 

values and the culture and customs of each, are 

several concepts of extremism which make it 

difficult to determine their frames (Al-Jundi, 

1989). However, some researchers have tried to 

reach a definition of the concept of extremism. 

We address the most important ones: 

Ideological extremism is one of the forms of 

extremist which exits from the rules of the 

intellectual or cultural community (Al-Fakhrani, 

1998). Extremism is associated with the inertia 

of mental dogmatism and intellectual isolation 

and, in fact, this is the essence of the general 

trend which revolves around each labeled 

extremist group, as extremism in this sense is a 

closed way of thinking, which is characterized by 

the inability to accept any beliefs or opinions 

that differ from the beliefs of another person or 

group (Naim, 1990). In those cases where there 

is a resort to violence (individually or 

collectively) by the extremist organization in 

order to impose its values and standards, or with 

the aim of bringing about a change in the values 

and standards of the society to which they 

belong and to impose by force their opinion, this 

is a form of terrorism, and even organized 

terrorism (Khashish, 2014). 

Extremism in language means to stand in the 

side away from the middle and its origin in the 

sensory like extremes in the stand or sit or walk 

then moves to sentiments and moral such as 

extreme in religion or thought or behavior. Thus, 

we can say that extremism in the language 

means to stand in the party, side or end of the 

thing and the party in terms of energy aspects of 
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the thing and the side everything run its course 

(AL-Wajeez dictionary, 1999). And extremism is 

a normative word that means contrary to public 

line or normal which is determined by traditions 

and customs, legal standards, and religious 

prevailing in the society which makes the 

concept replaces difference between 

communities, therefore flexible environment 

may see wrongfulness in certain actions while 

hardliner sees the opposite. In Webster's 

Dictionary that extremism refers to strongly 

away from what is logical, or reasonable, or 

acceptable, such as extremism in the opinion 

and so on. The word of Extreme refers to any 

respect to be contradictory and, in the distance, 

apart from each other such as the pain emotion, 

or pleasure. (Webster, 1984). Extremism is 

termed as excessive, extreme, militancy and 

committed, whether in thought or behavior or 

both and then Extremism is overstepping the 

extent of moderation with overproduction, in 

the sense exceeded intellectual frameworks or 

behavioral standards accepted in society (AL-

Jundi, 1989).  

The extremism is an individual taking a tough 

stance is characterized by estrangement in its 

responses to social situations that charge in the 

environment in which live there, and maybe 

extremism positive in full acceptance or 

negative in the direction of outright rejection, 

and is fairly moderate in the middle of the 

distance between them (Bloder, 2006). 

Extremism is a style of closed thinking that 

characterized by the inability to accept any 

beliefs that differ from the beliefs of the person 

or group or tolerating with them, this type is 

characterized by perception of belief is based on 

the belief that honest and truthful at all 

eternally fit every place and time, there is no 

area for discussion and to search for evidence to 

confirm or deny to condemn all different from 

the belief, and impose a belief on others by 

force, and refer to the belief in the 

interpretation of any issue in the universe, and 

facing of difference of opinion or interpretation 

of violence (Ismail,1996). 

Extremism is a process of supporting or 

engaging in activities that are considered a 

violation of important social standards. The idea 

of extremism as it is referred to the violent 

extremism theory that idea of extremism is 

heading a movement in the direction of support 

or extremist behavior. Therefore, the ideology 

of extremism with some people has common 

aims or objectives either in supporting or 

engaging in extreme behavior. Extremism is a 

matter of degree to support the positions of 

actual violence or engage in these situations. As 

well, in order to seek to restore the personal 

significance that the extremists had lost after 

determining the target and ideological elements 

and determine the means of violence in line with 

this aim, those extremist people communicate 

with others as a dynamic group because all of 

them hold the same ideology and acts of 

aggression and violence that they do, they 

justify the thought of extremism which they 

have as it is a way to achieve personal 

importance or in other words way to achieve 

Significance of Personality (Kruglanski & others, 

2014). And these extremists initially didn't face 

social, political and economic difficulties or 

confront with others with sound ways of 

thinking or they did not think rationally in order 

to overcome the difficult situations that they 

were undergoing. On the contrary, they were 

thinking without rationally in all positions and 

don't believe in mental logic proper to confront 

their difficulties or compensation for what they 

have already lost, but are facing the difficulties 

without logic, which does not accept the laws 

and social customs, they acting in their acts of 

aggression, violence and terrorism (Kruglanski & 

others, 2009). 

Psychological Theories: 

Psychological theories of extremism and 

terrorism are primarily concerned with 

understanding the group factors, which 

contribute to extremism, violent political 

activity, and acts of terror. The main area of 

focus in the discipline and research on the 

psychological theories of terrorists is the mental 

functioning and personality of the individuals. 

The authors in this field are not necessarily 

psychologists or psychiatrists by profession but, 

rather, draw their conclusions on psychological 

responses to sociological influences or the 

results of individual mental illness and/or 
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trauma (Nasser-Eddine and others, 2011).  

There are many opinions, trends, and 

theories that explain the psychological factors of 

the terrorist personality. The most important 

theories are briefly as follows: - 

- Psychological analysis theory: 

This theory is based on the fact that terrorist 

behavior is a product of the conflict between the 

^/�_� �v�� �Z�� ^�P}_U� ](� �P}� �µ������� ]v� ]���

endeavors, the behavior is balanced and the 

individual lives with the environment, but if it 

failed, the behavior may become deviant or 

criminal in its directions. Freud argues that there 

is a destructive aspect in all men; therefore, the 

individual is anti-social, cultural, and 

humanitarian trends. There is no doubt that 

early writings on the psychological dimensions 

of terrorist behavior were dominated by 

psychoanalytical structures,  and there were two 

themes that continued of these structures, First; 

The motives of terrorism are more unconscious 

and arise from hostility towards one of the 

parents, and Second Terrorism is the result of 

early abuse and mistreatment. (Borum, 2004, 

p.18). This is the outcome of subconscious 

conflicts experienced during the period of his 

early childhood and the individual remains in the 

subconscious. 

Freud believes that the psychological system 

consists hypothetically (Id, ego, superego). Id: is 

the source of the vital energy, the psychological 

that the individual is born with, it contains what 

is fixed in the composition of the body, and 

includes instincts, and sexual innate motives, 

and aggression, therefore, is far from norms, 

social values, and its activity is dominated by the 

principle of pleasure and pain, that is, to rush to 

satisfy its motives urgently in any form. Ego: It is 

the center of feeling, the perception of the 

external sense, the perception of the inner 

sense, or the processes of rationality, Freud 

believe that it is an executor of personality, 

works in the principle of reality, which is based 

on order to preserve, and achieve the value of 

social harmony. Supergo: the repository of 

ideals, ethics, conscience, social norms, 

traditions, values, righteousness, goodness, and 

justice, it is the internal authority (Al-Jizani, 

2012: 99-100). 

- The rational choice theory: 

The theory that terrorist action derives from 

a conscious, rational, calculated decision to take 

this particular type of action as the optimum 

strategy to accomplish a sociopolitical goal 

(Sandler, Tschirhart, and Cauley 1983, Lapan and 

Sandler 1988, Crenshaw 1992, Wilson 2000). 

According to the Rational Choice Theory, an 

individual decides whether or not to participate 

in an act of violent extremism, political violence, 

or terrorism on the basis of a cost-benefit 

analysis. The benefits of participation are 

weighed against the costs associated with 

participation. If the benefits are greater than the 

costs, then the individual decides to participate 

(Nasser-Eddine and others, 2011). Rational 

choice theory, derived from economics, 

assumes this behavioral proclivity as a given and 

attempts to explain how changes in policy the 

�µo��� }(� �Z�� ^P�u�_� �Z��� ]�� �o�Ç��� ���Á��v�

terrorists and governments might predictably 

alter behavior. According to Victoroff 2005 

which suggested that rational choice analysis is 

a powerful tool for discovering theoretically 

valid and surprisingly counterintuitive forces 

that probably influence terrorist and 

government behaviors. Since rational choice 

theory considers both policy and individual 

behavioral responses to policy, it combines the 

top-down and bottom-up approaches Game 

theo�ÇU�������}v��Z]��̂ ���µu��]}v�}(����]}v�o]�Ç_�

in strategic choice formulations (Jeff Victoroff, 

2005). This theory is often applied to predict the 

utility of various policies. That is, this theory can 

be applied to ascertain whether, for example, 

defensive policies such as metal detectors and 

other processes that increase the costs of 

terrorist attacks and curb the likelihood of 

success or proactive measures such as attempts 

to stymie resources or sponsors are likely to be 

effective (Sandler & Siqueira, 2009). 

- Social Learning Theory 

Social learning theory is a general theory of 

crime and criminality and has been used in 

research to explain a diverse array of criminal 

behaviors. The theory as proposed by Akers is 

��v������ ��}µv�� �Z�� ]���� �Z��� ^�Z�� ��u��

learning process in a context of social structure, 

interaction, and situation produces both 
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conforming and deviant behavior. The 

difference lies in the direction of the balance of 

influences on the behavior (Akers and Sellers, 

2004: 85). Social learning theory is a social 

behavioral approach that emphasizes the 

^���]��}��o� ]v������]}v� ���Á��v� �}Pv]�]À�U�

��Z�À]}��o��v���vÀ]�}vu�v��o������u]v�v��_�}(�

Zµu�v���Z�À]}��~��v�µ��U�íõóóW�À]]�X���v�µ��[��

(1973, 1998) social learning theory of aggression 

suggests that violence follows observation and 

imitation of an aggressive model, and a variant 

of this theory has been invoked to explain 

terrorist behaviors not as the consequence of 

innate aggressively but of cognitive reconstrual 

of moral imperatives (Jeff Victoroff, 2005). 

According to Orabi, 2007 the social learning 

theory emphasizes that learning and the 

reinforcement of aggression with influences are 

what leads to terrorism. The social learning 

theory is persuasive that people learn to be 

aggressive by observing others behaving 

aggressively to achieve a goal to be rewarded as 

a direct result of the commission of acts of 

violence (Richard J. & David L. Hughbank, 2007). 

- Relative Deprivation Theories 

Relative deprivation theory is based on an 

individual believing that he/she is deprived of 

something when he compares him/herself to 

others economically, politically, or socially. This 

model is mainly used by sociologists, some 

economists, and psychologists. This means that 

individuals who score poorly on socioeconomic 

variables are at risk of extremism and violence. 

It stems from the belief that poor socioeconomic 

performance leads to frustration, which makes 

them susceptible to extremism (Nasser-Eddine, 

Minerva, Bridget Garnham, Katerina Agostino, 

and Gilbert Caluya, 2011). Deprivation theory 

has been proposed that economic disparities 

cause terrorism (Gurr, 1968; Gurr, 1970). Gurr 

��(]v�����o��]À������]À��]}v����������}v[����o]�(�

to receive less than deserved, and the term 

(µ��Z��u}��� �v��]o�� �Z�� �������]}v� �Z��� }v�[��

group is being treated less well than other 

groups (Feddes, Mann, & Doosje, 2015). He 

theorizes that this collective discrepancy creates 

frustration and, in turn, contributes to the use of 

violence. Galtung 1969 argued that the situation 

most likely to provoke aggressive behavior is 

one in which individuals find themselves in a 

state of disequilibrium along various socio-

political dimensions of status (LIA Brynjar, 

^li�o���P� <��i�U�îìììU��íí�X� ^�À���o� �Ç���u��]��

studies of relative deprivation theories have 

supported the hypothesised relations between 

frustration and aggression both at the micro- 

and macro-level of society Gurr terms this gap 

between expectations and satisfaction relative 

deprivation (Gurr, 1970). 

- Behavioral Theory: 

This theory considers that terrorist behavior 

is a learned behavior that the individual learns 

from the surroundings in which he lives, Skinner 

1965 confirmed that imitation has a prominent 

role in learning aggressive behavior, and that is 

through what the individual observes in the 

family environment or what he sees in the 

various media or through imitation  (Al-Naimi , 

2013). Pavlov argues that human behavior is 

only a set of habits that an individual has learned 

or acquired during different stages of 

development, and that behavioral disorder is 

the result of one of the following factors:  

1) Failure to acquire or learn appropriate 

behavior.  

2) Learn inappropriate behavioral stylize.  

3) Confronting an individual with 

contradictory consent that cannot make the 

appropriate decision.  

4) Link individual responses to new stimuli to 

trigger a response. (Abu Eita, 1997; 152, Abu 

Howaishel, 2013). This theory is due to the 

mismatch in the behavior of the individual with 

the group due to impairment in the growth of 

personality components cannot recognize the 

behavioral standards, and this reference is due 

to the exposure of a person to environmental 

influences of some kind or the result of 

experiences, and influences experienced in his 

life, which led to the acquisition of a set of 

habits, and trends either towards oneself or 

towards others who do not achieve 

compatibility with himself or with the society in 

which they live, which deviates from the norms 

of behavior prevailing in society (Sharkawy, 

1986, Abu Howaishel, 2013). 

- Theory of Cognitive Behavioral 

Modification 
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Cognitive-behavioral modification is an 

approach to cognitive behavioral therapy that 

focuses on changing negative self-talk and life 

narrative to positive self-talk the premise of this 

approach to treatment is that negative self-talk 

can be reflected in a person's behaviors. In other 

words, bad thoughts lead to bad actions that 

usually lead to bad results. The goal of cognitive-

behavioral modification is to change a self-

described narrative or life story from negative to 

positive. This is done by focusing on the client's 

strengths and flexibility. The cognitive-

behavioral modification also helps clients 

forgive themselves for their bad actions in the 

past and move forward with hope and positivity 

for the future with a positive change in 

perspective and life narrative, the client's 

actions will predictably follow suit (Gonzalez, 

2021). The theory of Cognitive Behavioral 

Modification is considering that the interaction 

between the internal conversation in the 

individual, and cognitive structures is the direct 

cause of the process of changing the behavior of 

the individual, the internal talk creates 

motivation in the individual, and helps him to 

classify his skills, and direct his thinking to do the 

required skills, and that there is a goal behind 

the change of the individual modern internal. It 

is therefore necessary to determine the 

individual's need for something he wants to 

achieve, what he wants to bring about in the 

environment, how to understand triggers, and 

for anything that attributes the reasons for his 

behavior and expectations (Mahdi, 2007). 

- Theory of self-regulation: 

Self-regulation theory is a system of 

conscious personal management that involves 

the process of directing an individual's thoughts, 

behaviors, and feelings to reach goals. Self-

regulation consists of several stages and 

individuals must act as contributors to their 

motivation, behavior, and development within a 

network of mutually interacting influences. 

Baumeister 2007 claims self-regulation contains 

four components: standards of desired 

behavior, and motivation to fulfill standards, 

Observe the attitudes and thoughts that 

precede the breaking of the aforementioned 

norms, and willpower. Pandora believes that 

self-regulation means an individual's ability to 

control his or her own behavior. The emotion 

that gives it a sense of pride, and self-

satisfaction is more desirable when it is done 

than the emotions that lead to self-criticism, 

that people are constantly making standards for 

themselves and then compare between them, 

and their performance to reach those standards 

(Bandura, 1991). 

- Psychopathic personality 

Psychopathic personality refers to the 

deviation of the individual from normal 

behavior, deviation in anti-social behavior, and 

outward values, standards, ideals, and rules. 

Psychopathology is a psychosocial and economic 

problem facing society, and concerns 

psychologists, social, education, legal and 

security men because of its negative effects on 

the individual and society and the threat it poses 

to mental health, Al-Daheri 1999, Defined that 

psychopathic personality includes personal 

qualities that are not socially compatible, 

professionally, they are seriously disturbed by 

social and moral constraints, are emotional, and 

have no ability to fulfill the demands of life (Al-

Daheri, 1999). Henderson 1947 considers 

psychopaths as unusual people from early 

childhood, their emotional response or their 

general behaviors, but they have not reached a 

degree of intensity that would make them sick 

or mentally retarded. Many lines of thought do 

not support the popular claim that antisocial 

behavior is typical or common among terrorists. 

Much evidence supports the idea that terrorists 

are far from being pariahs and afflicted with 

mental illness. If a terrorist is revealed to have 

mental disorders, it cannot necessarily be 

concluded that the disorder was the cause and 

not the result of terrorist activity. There is no 

significant evidence in the available literature of 

a link between psychopathology and terrorism. 

As with general criminal activity, there are 

undoubtedly cases in which individuals engage 

in terrorism due to a pre-existing mental 

disorder (Piccinni and others, 2017). 
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Conclusions             

The characteristic of terrorism and its trends 

in the current era of globalization is that it is 

linked to power and authority more than any 

theoretical and empirical orientation. Perhaps 

this is the main reason why differences remain 

about the interpretation of terrorism. It is 

certainly the main reason for the continued 

survival of terrorist organizations. There is no 

theory or approach that can explain the 

personality of the terrorist, and it may appear 

because there is no unified agreement on the 

definition of terrorism and the interpretation of 

this phenomenon in general. 

The theories that explain the personality of 

the terrorist see the terrorist crime in a limited 

and partial way and do not promote the level of 

the overall view of the deviant problem, as they 

contain all the vocabulary and formations of an 

individual or collective crime in society. Some 

theories have interpreted or focused on the 

genetic aspect as an influential factor in the 

emergence of criminal tendency in which there 

is a lot of exaggeration. There are other factors 

that contribute to terrorism, including organic, 

social, psychological, economic, cultural, and 

religious factors, some of which begin to 

]v(oµ�v����Z��]v�]À]�µ�o[���Z]o�Z}}�X�dZ���}�]�oU�

economic situation, unemployment, the volatile 

political situation, and self-interests, which 

encourage terrorist operations, and therefore 

the family and school must be the basis of social 

education because they are the main pillar in 

building the personality of the individual. Each 

of the theories and comparisons has its 

importance in explaining the personality of 

terrorists, but the relative balance of 

importance varies from one reason to another, 

and this importance changes with time and 

changing circumstances. There are many points 

of view to understand the personality and traits 

of terrorists, and there are also a set of factors 

that push individuals to join extremist groups. 

Researchers and specialists have presented 

great opinions to explain terrorism and terrorist 

personality traits, but according to their 

theoretical premises or intellectual experiences, 

and because of the extreme complexity of the 

phenomenon of terrorism. Researchers agree 

on many aspects that surround it, including 

identifying the characteristics of the personality 

of terrorists and the definition of the terrorist. 

Therefore, in order to understand a lot about 

the aspects of the personality of terrorists and 

to be beneficial to the counter-terrorism policy, 

it is possible and necessary to form an 

integrative theoretical model to explain the 

personality of the terrorist and compare it with 

the normal personality. 
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